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Theoretical chemistry
• We simulate chemistry on computers

– quantum chemistry — quantum mechanics applied to molecules

– multiscale methods — complex systems up to mesoscale

• The third way of science

– we develop, implement and apply new methods on computers

– computational science to solve a physical problem with applications in chemistry, physics and biology
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Example: magnetic bonding



Example: cold-adapted enzymes



Example: real chemistry



Theory group before centre of excellence
• Small research group

– two professors — a few excellent students

– highly productive — focussed but narrow

– broad international collaboration — little or no impact at home

– internally supported candidates — few external projects 

• New funding system makes small groups vulnerable

– fewer internal sources of support

– RCN grants with 5% success rate cannot support small groups



Senter for fremragende forskning (SFF) — Centre of Excellence in Research

Centres of Excellence are set up to address complex challenges and to pursue ambitious ideas by carrying 
out focussed long-term research at the highest international level—improved research training and 
international cooperation are additional important objectives. Each centre can be supported for up to ten 
years, allowing the institutions to restructure research groups and develop new collaborations.



Centres of Excellence
• CoEs differ widely not only in research but also size and organization
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Three attempts at Centre of Excellence
• SFF I: Centre and Network for Integrated Experimental and Theoretical Studies of Atomic and Molecular 

Clusters in Catalytic Processes — UNSUCCESSFUL

– Oslo (host), Bergen, Tromsø, Trondheim — 3 months proposal

– not focussed — business as usual

• SFF II: Centre for Theoretical and Computational Chemistry (CTCC) 

– Tromsø (host) and Oslo — 13 months proposal

– theoretical and experimental groups

• SFF IV: Hylleraas Centre for Quantum Molecular Sciences

– Oslo (host) and Tromsø — 19 months proposal

– theory groups only



Centre for Theoretical and Computational Chemistry (CTCC)
• Centre of Excellence 2007 – 2017 shared between UiT and UiO

• Vision: the  CTCC will be a leading international contributor to computational 
chemistry by carrying out cutting-edge research in the field of theoretical and 
computational chemistry at the highest international level

• Integration of computation into participating experimental groups

• About 800 publications with more than 18000 citations in 150 journals

• 3 ERC grants — 4 Young Researcher Talent grants



The road to the Hylleraas Center
• After 10 years we knew what was at stake

– but a new centre could not be business as usual

• Theory groups had been strengthened

– large systems, biology, computational chemistry

• The long and winding road

– discussions with new experimental groups

– application for Endringsmiljø rejected

– more than a year to arrive at final line-up and  goals

• And we needed a new name…

– Egil Hylleraas (1898–1965), University of Oslo 

– Norwegian pioneer of computational quantum mechanics



Motivation for Hylleraas Centre
• Centre of Excellence must have a strong raison d’être

– identify an important knowledge gap and pose questions you can answer
• New experimental facilities revolutionize how we study matter

– unprecedented resolution in time and space for complex systems

• Revolution in computation needed to seize new opportunities
–we will develop, apply, and distribute the necessary computational tools



Scientific challenges
• Millions of atoms in short laser pulses and strong fields

– local and global processes occurring over short and long time scales

• Wall of challenges— complex systems interacting with many photons
– world-class expertise in the interaction of small molecules with radiation
– added expertise in multiscale modelling at the CTCC



Research Themes at the Hylleraas Centre
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Our (not so perfectly expressed) vision
The Hylleraas Centre will develop and apply computational methods to understand, interpret, and 
predict new chemistry, physics, and biology of molecules in complex and extreme environments



Hylleraas Centre at Bardufoss May 2019



Hylleraas Team
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Leadership and management
• Centres of Excellence are run in many different ways

– flat or hierarchical

• Difficult discussions at the beginning of CTCC

– flat structure to create ownership at both nodes

– slow and time consuming but necessary

• Hylleraas Centre is even flatter

– four meetings of Management Team per year

– director, deputy director, six PIs, 
and two young researchers 



Funding of Centres of Excellence
• 23 CoEs received in 2018 a total of 328 MNOK from the Research Council

– about 0.9 % of total government spending of 36 BNOK on research and development

– only 25% of their total income — remaining 75% from home institutions and external grants

• Income to Hylleraas Centre for the first five years



Let a hundred flowers bloom
• A Topological Approach to Density-Functional Theory

– ERC Consolidator Grant 2018–2023, Teale

• The Nordic Consortium for CO2 Conversion
– NordForsk Nordic University Hub Grant, 2018–2023, Hopmann, Nova and Cascella

• Evolutionary Principles of Biocatalysts from Extreme Environments
– RCN FRIPRO ToppForsk, 2018–2023, Brandsdal

• Multi-Resolution Methods for Soft-Matter Systems
– DFG Collaborative Research Centre TRR 146, 2018–2023, Cascella and Gauss

• Digital Discovery of Antimicrobial Molecules from Marine Artic Resources
– RCN Digital Life Programme, 2018–2023, Svendsen, Ruud and Brandsdal

• A Posteriori Error Estimates for Coupled-Cluster Theory
– Peder Sather Centre for Advanced Study, Berkeley 2018–2019, Faulstich, Kvaal and Lin

• Error Estimates for Coupled-Cluster Methods, Ground and Excited States
– RCN YRT, 2019–2022, Laestadius

• Magnetic Chemistry
– RCN FRIPRO, 2019–2022, Helgaker

• Optical Probe Sensors at Biological Environments,
– SiU Russia Cooperation Programme, 2018–2020, Ruud, Beerrepot, Frediani and Helgaker

• Attosecond Quantum Dynamics Beyond the Born–Oppenheimer Approximation
– Centre for Advanced Study (CAS), 2021–2022, Kvaal and Pedersen

• Cooperation Towards a Sustainable Chemical Industry
– H2020 MSCA-ITTN, Hopmann, Frediani, Nova, Balcells, aand Cascella



Meetings and conferences organized
• CTCC Final Meeting – Hylleraas First Meeting

– Clarion Hotel the Edge, Tromsø, October 2–4 2017 (70)

• Adventures from Numerical Quantum Chemical Methods to Biological Systems and Beyond
– Norwegian Academy of Science and Letters, Oslo, January 15–17 2018 (70)

• Mathematical Methods in Quantum Chemistry

– Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach, Germany March 18–24 2018  ()45)
• Atoms, Molecules, and Materials in Extreme Environments

– Norwegian Academy of Science and Letters, Oslo,  June 4 – 6 2018 (50)

• 16th International Congress of Quantum Chemistry

– Le Palais d’Europe, Menton, France, June 18–23 2018 (500)
• Do Electron Current Densities Determine All There is to Know?

– Holmen Fjordhotell, Asker, July 9–13 2018 (15)
• Annual Meeting of Division for Quantum Chemistry and Modelling at 21st National Meeting of Norwegian Chemical Society

– Norway Trade Fairs, Lillestrøm, October 16–18 2018 (36)

• Molecular Response Properties winter school

– Haraldvollen, Bardufoss, January 14–19 2019 (56)

• Hylleraas Spring Meeting
– Haraladvollen, Bardufoss,  May 13–14 2019 (40)

• 10th Congress of International Society for Theroetical Chemical Physics
– Clarion Hotel the Edge, Tromsø, July 11–17 2019 (500)

• Chemistry 2019 – On Hassel’s shoulders

– Norwegian Academy of Science and Letters, Oslo, November  1–2 2019 (80)



The Long and Winding Road
• Match research goals to your competence and expertise

– play with ideas — try out different constellations

– be prepared for time-consuming false starts

– be prepared to drop people

• Our road to Hylleraas Centre

– discussions with experimental groups

– application for Endringsmiljø rejected

– theory groups only at UiO and UiT 

– more than a year to arrive at final line-up and  goals



Research proposal
• Your proposal must have a narrative

– put your ideas into the head of the reader

– You must seduce the reader

• Proposal should be penned by one person

– the writing must be forceful and purposeful

• Address all assessment criteria

– also those that appear obvious to you

• Test your proposal on others

– seek advice and have time to revise



Principal investigators and the team
• Principal investigators must be selected carefully

– must complement each other

– all must share the centre vision

• The centre has only limited resources

– you can only keep so many happy by serving them positions  

– do not spend all resources on positions — maintain generous program for visitors, workshops, etc

• Team dynamics changes when the centre becomes a reality

– a common battle to win the centre becomes a competition for its limited resources

• Create ownership and loyalty

– leadership and management, shared events, etc



The Ties That Bind
• Use resources as a centre glue

– set up generous programmes for visits, workshops, conferences

• Schedule shared regular events

– seminars, annual meetings, social events

• Make each year different

– schedule years of planned activities within some chosen focus area

• Involve young researchers

– young parliament, participation in leadership, responsibility for regular events, career development

• Communicate

– videoconference rooms for joint presentations and teaching at different locations



All Things Must Pass
• Towards the end of the first CoE we knew what as at stake

– a fantastic environment that cannot be set up in any other way

– theory groups had been strengthened but the glue would disappear

– decided to go for a second centre — we had no plan B

• CoEs are a dynamic rather than permanent construction

– two years onboarding — five years ongoing — three years outboarding

• How can we ensure that was has been achieved is not lost?

– reduced RCN support to maintain centre activities but not positions?

– seven plus seven years?



Task Force for Centres of Excellence at UiO



Concluding remarks
• A Centre of Excellence is a fantastic opportunity

– basis for an environment that cannot otherwise be set up

– cannot be based on individual research grants

– a catalyst for individual grants that contribute significantly to the centre

• After years of CTCC, we knew exactly what was a stake

– spent much more time on second centre than on the first

– waiting for feedback and final decision was nerve-racking

– more than the worth the effort — which itself can be enjoyable


